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In not being able to locate any other forum where my concerns and questions can be addressed I
present my submission as follows:

I support the objective of healthy rivers.

As in all massive projects there are sections of the objective for which the consequences of
implementation are overlooked or squashed by the far reaching policy rules. I wish to make the

following points:-

1. I own a small farm - fractionally over the 20 hectare margin. Presently it is leased, previously it
had been a dairy farm with piggery (no longer in use). Now it is partly milked upon, maize cropped
(l/3 of property) and grazes young dairy stock. These activities are part of the farming practises of
the leasee and incorporated in his farm. The leasee is responsible for compliance with Regional
Council requirements. Nowhere in the reading I have done can I find any reference to leased land

other than the leasee or owner being responsible for compliance. (An email to the Council has not
yet been replied to).

2. Should the present leasee no longer wish to continue with the lease what is my position?

How are stock numbers going to be quantified? Rule 2 - 1

Use of land? Rule 2 -1,3,4.

There are drains on the property but only one continually flowing small waterway (fenced off).
Rule2-5
Do all drains have to be fenced off although they don't contain flowing water all the time. The

3metre exclusion areas will hugely impact on the area of land for use.

Will I then require a separate Enviroment plan and nitrogen reference point? Rule 3.

Should a new leasee be sort, does that mean a resource consent will be required each time there is a
change such as putting the whole area into amaize crop? Rule 4 and Rule 7.

These questions also relate to the sale of the property in the future.

These policies being implemented by the Waikato Regional Council will impact hugely on

the value of my property. The cost of compliance on such a small area will impact drastically on
what I earn from leasing the property. I see the Council acknowledges the impact on land value

and mentions that other factors impact on the value such as commodity prices and urban
development. The county council for which I arn aratepayer does not allow subdivision of smaller
blocks of land so how can urban development help in mitigating value lost with the healthy river
policies. There does not appear to be any flexibility or clarity as to the long term use of land such as

mine.

What further concerns me in the overall process is the lack of professional, experienced, qualified
people, from nutrient advisors to enviromental planning advisors. Is this lack of experienced



personnel going to lead to inequalities in decision making by these people?

Furthermore, in implementing many draconian policies in this drive for healthy rivers, farming will
be stifled. Farmers on the whole love their land, their stock and their lifestyle and will work to
ensure that the future of farming is maintained and will happily work towards improving the quality
of water for all, to the best of their ability but no doubt with great difficulty in many instances.

When is the time frame for urban policy to be developed and implemented. At present there is no

policy in the offering for urban contribution to healthy rivers. If in ten years, after all the proposed

contributions made by farmers to the healthy rivers project to that date, will the Regional Council
come straight back to farmers as the "whipping boy" for lack of water quality (should that be the

case) before taking urban areas into account. It is interesting to note that in the promotional video
on the Regional Council website it is stated that the water quality in the Waikato River deteriorates

after Karapiro. An interesting statement in that this takes in the area of fast developing Cambridge
and the extending urbanization of Hamilton. This I believe illustrates the contribution to the

deterioration of water quality by large urban areas and there appears to be nothing being done to
address this. A huge inequality of contribution to the scheme. To me, this appears that farming is

an"easy target" and perpetuates and instils within urbanites the assumption that farmers are the only
destroyers of water quality. However there needs to be seen and demonstrated that the burden is

shared by all and I therefore oppose the strictures being placed on farmers under the present policies

without a demonstrable time frame for the contribution of urban areas.

Healthy rivers is a fine objective but how much research and work is being done by the Regional

Council itself to develop a filter barrier protection along the "Queen's Chain" (if that is still
existance) along the rivers. Sharing the burden ofthis project needs to be done and seen to be done

rather than placing the burden on farmers of the land in whatever their capacity.

Clare O'Kane
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